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Solidification Principle in Large Vertical Steel Casting
Under the EMS Effect

ZHAO ZHANG, MENGHUAI WU, HAIJIE ZHANG, SUSANNE HAHN,
FRANZ WIMMER, ANDREAS LUDWIG, and ABDELLAH KHARICHA

The surging demand for large high-quality rotor shafts or similar steel components in heavy
industries (energy sector) poses new challenges to steelmakers. Based on the experience of
conventional ingot and continuous casting, several new process concepts have been proposed,
e.g., vertical continuous casting (VCC), semi-continuous casting (SCC), and segment casting
(SC), but none of them are optimally put in operation. The main problems include the control of
the as-cast structure and macrosegregation. Electromagnetic stirring (EMS) is necessary to
obtain the center equiaxed zone, but EMS-induced multiphase flow can cause severe
macrosegregation and uneven distribution of the as-cast structure between equiaxed and
columnar. In this study, an advanced mixed columnar-equiaxed solidification model was used to
investigate the formation of the as-cast structure and macrosegregation in an example of SCC
with a large format (diameter 1 m). The main role of EMS is to create crystal fragments by
fragmentation, which is regarded in this work as the only origin of equiaxed grains. The created
equiaxed grains are brought by the EMS-induced (primary and secondary) flow and
gravity-induced sedimentation to the central/lower part of the casting. The main goal of this
study was to understand the solidification principle of SCC. In addition, a numerical parameter
study by varying the EMS parameters was also performed to demonstrate the model capability
towards the process optimization of SCC.
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I. INTRODUCTION

THE surging demand for large high-quality rotor
shafts or similar steel components in heavy industries
(energy sector) poses new challenges to steelmakers. The
initial form of these components is usually made by
casting, but solidification takes an extremely long time,
which consequently leads to internal quality problems
such as macrosegregation and centerline shrinkage poros-
ity. The existing casting technologies do not work properly
for these components. For example, conventional ingot
casting (IC) is limited by its length or height, whereas the
established continuous castingmethod (CC) is restricted to
a certain cross-section size. Therefore, several new process

concepts have recently been proposed, including vertical
continuous casting (VCC),[1–3] semi-continuous casting
(SCC)[4–6] and segment casting (SC).[7,8] Their principal
idea is to combine the advantages of both IC and CC,
while eliminating their corresponding limitations. As
schematically shown in Figure 1, the hot melt was poured
into a water-cooled mold and the as-solidified shell was
withdrawn from themold vertically to a certain length and
height. Then, the as-filled and partially solidified casting
was left to cool down for the liquid core to solidify.
Following the CC technique, the withdrawing (pouring)
process can be efficiently controlled by the implementation
of a submerged entry nozzle (SEN) for mold filling,
water-cooled mold, and secondary cooling (air or water
spray) for shell formation and electromagnetic stirring
(EMS) for flow and superheat dissipation. Following the
IC technique, when the as-filled and partially solidified
casting is put aside for the remaining solidification, further
measures can be implemented, such as thermal or electric
hot topping, shielding or isolating, and even EMS, to
control the shrinkage porosity, potential cracks, as-cast
structure, and macrosegregation.
VCC, SCC, and SC differ from each other in their

technical details, but a common feature is the applica-
tion of EMS. Depending on the installed positions, as
shown in Figure 1, different types of EMS are used, that
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is, mold-EMS (M-EMS) and strand-EMS (S-EMS). The
final EMS (F-EMS) can also be used for VCC,[1,3] but
not for SCC and SC. The role of M-EMS is to control
the mold flow and superheat dissipation, thereby influ-
encing the rest of the solidification.[9–15] The role of
S-EMS is to promote a center equiaxed zone.[16,17] The
S-EMS induces a special flow pattern in the liquid core;
the flow interacts with the advancing solidification front
and creates crystal fragments via a fragmentation[18,19];
in this work the crystal fragments serve as the main (or
only) source of the equiaxed crystals; they are finally
brought by the S-EMS-induced flow to the casting
center to form the equiaxed zone. The principal idea of
S-EMS is simple; however, its industrial implementation
is difficult. The flow induced by S-EMS is multiphasic,
and the flow-solidification interaction in front of the
solidification mushy zone is complex. Under what
conditions are crystal fragments created, and what is
the fragmentation rate and its dependency on the flow
intensity? S-EMS-induced flow leads to a white
band.[14,20] It is also known that the settling equiaxed
crystals lead to a sedimentation-induced macrosegrega-
tion.[21] S-EMS is a double-edged sword: favorably, it
extends the center equiaxed zone, but the macrosegre-
gation induced by or related to the S-EMS-induced
multiphase flow is troublesome. This is the reason why
none of the above new process concepts are effectively
put into operation. Owing to the harsh environment, it
is impossible to observe the solidification process and
conduct parametric studies based on field experiments.

Numerical modeling is an effective way to study the
solidification principles of new processes. Michelic
et al.[7] used the ProCAST software to simulate the SC
process. As ProCAST is only used for the simulation of
the fluid flow of a mixture phase, a relatively rough
simulation result (temperature field and profile of the
solid shell) was obtained. No as-cast structures or
macrosegregations were observed. For a large-section
VCC, Zhang et al.[2] used a CAFE model to predict the
as-cast structure. Although a similar distribution of the
as-cast structure between the simulation and measure-
ment was claimed to be obtained, the most obvious
drawback of this model is that the transport of equiaxed
grains, which is extremely important to the solidification
process, was ignored. Additionally, the distribution of
the macrosegregation of the strand has not been studied.
Zhang et al.[22] used the thermal solver in ProCAST to
calculate the temperature field and growth of the solid
shell and used a CAFE model to calculate the solidifi-
cation structure. As mentioned before, simplifying the
multiphase nature as a mixed phase weakens the
capability of the model. Recently, Yao et al.[23] used a
three-phase columnar-equiaxed solidification model to
simulate the effect of steel strip feeding on the solidifi-
cation process in the VCC of a round bloom. They
found that an increase in the feeding ratio promoted
columnar-to-equiaxed transition (CET) and reduced
macrosegregation. However, the fragmentation phe-
nomenon, which is crucial for the formation of the
central equiaxed zone, was ignored.

Fig. 1—Schematic of processes for large vertical steel casting.
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To study the solidification principle in large vertical
steel casting, a three-phase mixed columnar-equiaxed
solidification model, as proposed by Wu et al.[24], was
recently extended for flow-induced fragmentation[25] and
remelting/destruction of equiaxed grains.[26] The
extended model was verified in a steel billet continuous
casting, where M-EMS was applied.[27] The current
study used the same model for solidification in a large
vertical steel casting. As an example, a SCC that
includes withdrawing and solidification processes is
referred. Both the M-EMS and S-EMS were considered.
The final goal is to understand the solidification
principle behind the SCC and explore the optimal
SCC process via a parameter study.

II. MODEL DESCRIPTION AND SIMULATION
SETTINGS

A. Solidification Model

A three-phase mixed columnar-equiaxed solidification
model[24,28–30] was used to investigate the solidification
process of the casting. The three phases include liquid
melt (‘), equiaxed grains (e), and columnar dendrites (c).
Both the liquid melt and equiaxed grains are treated as
moving phases, for which the corresponding Navier–

Stokes equations are solved for their velocities (u
*

‘,u
*

e).
The columnar dendrites are assumed as a rigid phase.
However, the position of the columnar tip front is traced
dynamically based on the Lipton–Glicksman–Kurz
(LGK) model.[31] Simple morphologies for the two solid
phases are assumed: cylinders for columnar trunks and
spheres for equiaxed grains. To deal the drag force and
other hydrodynamic interactions between phases, a
dendritic envelope (f env

e ) is considered for equiaxed
grains. The volume ratio of the solid ‘dendrite’ to the
dendritic envelope is defined as fsi (¼ fe=f

env
e ), which was

determined by a parameter study. A so-called effective
equiaxed viscosity (le), which increases with f env

e , is used
to model the interaction between the equiaxed grains.[32]

When f env
e reaches the packing limit fe;packing, a rigid

network of equiaxed grains is built. Additionally, the
equiaxed grains can be captured by the columnar
dendrites and fixed there when the local volume fraction
of the columnar phase (fc) is above a critical value (f

free
c ).

A diffusion-governed growth kinetic is considered to
treat the solidification for both solid phases. The
difference between the equilibrium and volume-averaged
liquid concentrations (c�‘ � c‘) serves as the driving force
for the solidification. Remelting of equiaxed grains is
also considered.[26] To characterize the macrosegrega-
tion, the segregation index is defined: cindexmix ¼ ðcmix � c0Þ
�100=c0, where cmix is the mixture concentration with
cmix ¼ ðf‘q‘c‘ þ feqece þ fcqcccÞ=ðf‘q‘ þ feqe þ fcqcÞ. The
governing equations of the model are summarized in
Table I. The description of the source terms and the
exchange terms have been detailed elsewhere.[24,30]

Another important phenomenon, i.e., the origin of
equiaxed grains by dendrite fragmentation, is notewor-
thy. Here, flow-induced dendrite fragmentation[25,33] is
regarded as the only source of equiaxed grains.
Heterogenous nucleation appears to be insignificant in
such a large vertical steel ingot; hence, it is ignored. The
production rate of the number density of fragments
Nfrag, that is, the source of equiaxed grains, is calculated
as:

Nfrag ¼
Mce

qe � p6 ðd 0
e;fragÞ

3
; ½1�

where Mce is the net mass transfer rate from columnar
dendrites to equiaxed grains via fragmentation.

Mce ¼ �c � ðu*‘ � u
*

cÞ � rc‘ � qe: ½2�
Crystal fragmentation depends on the relative velocity

ðu*‘ � u
*

cÞ and the liquid concentration gradient (rc‘).
All other factors contributing to fragmentation, such as
the curvature effect of the dendrites, latent heat-induced
thermal fluctuation, and diffusion in the interdendritic
melt, are included in the single-fragmentation coefficient
c. This coefficient should be determined/verified exper-
imentally. In the current study, it was estimated through
a numerical parameter study based on the experience for
a steel billet CC.[27]

B. Numerical Simulation Procedure for the SCC

SCC includes two stages: Stage I, withdrawing, and
Stage II, solidification. In the real withdrawing process,
the mold system, including the submerged entry nozzle
(SEN), mold, and M-EMS, is stationary, whereas the
as-solidified shell is continuously withdrawn with the
casting speed (vwithdraw). To model the flow and solid-
ification during the withdrawing stage, the calculation
domain, i.e., a region with a liquid melt and a solidified
shell, must be treated as a dynamically increasing
domain. This type of system is not feasible for the
Eulerian solver on which the solidification model is
based. Therefore, as shown in Figure 2, a unique
numerical procedure is used to mimic the withdrawing
process. The entire domain of the casting (/
1.0 m 9 10 m) is considered in a stationary reference
frame. It is assumed that the entire calculation domain is
initially filled with steel melt (no flow) at the pouring
temperature (1801.15 K). The calculation domain is set
stationary while the entire mold system (SEN, mold, and
M-EMS) moves at the speed of �vwithdraw. Meanwhile,
the thermal boundary conditions in the different cooling
zones (Figure 2) move up correspondingly. In particu-
lar, a so-called pseudo-slag-SEN region is set as a rigid
material and has the initial temperature of the steel melt.
As the entire calculation domain is fixed, the upward
movement of the pseudo slag-SEN region pushes the
steel melt in the upper part of the domain and forces the
melt to flow into the lower part of the domain through
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Table I. Governing Equations of the Three-Phase Columnar-Equiaxed Solidification Model

Governing equations Symbols

1. Mass conservations:

@
@t f‘q‘ð Þ þ r � f‘q‘u

*

‘

� �
¼ �M‘e �M‘c (I-1)

@
@t ðfeqeÞ þ r � ðfeqeu

*

eÞ ¼ M‘e þMce (I-2)

@
@t fcqcð Þ ¼ M‘c �Mce (I-3)

f‘ þ fe þ fc ¼ 1 (I-4)

f‘,fe,fc, volume fraction [-]

q‘,qe,qc, density [kg m�3]

u
*

‘,u
*

e, velocity vector [m s�1]

M‘e,M‘c,Mce, net mass transfer rate [kg m�3 s�1]

2. Momentum conservations:

@

@t
f‘q‘u

*

‘

� �
þr � f‘q‘u

*

‘ � u
*

‘

� �
¼

�f‘rpþr � s‘ þ f‘q‘g
*0
‘ þ f‘F

*0
�U

*

‘e �U
*

‘c

(I-5)
@

@t
feqeu

*

e

� �
þr � feqeu

*

e � u
*

e

� �
¼

�ferpþr � se þ feDqg
* þ feF

*0
þU

*

‘e þU
*

ce

(I-6)

g
* 0‘ ¼

qb
‘
T;c‘ð Þ�qref

‘

qref
‘

g
*

(I-7)

qb‘ T; c‘ð Þ ¼ qref‘ � 1þ bT � Tref � T‘

� �
þ bc � cref � c‘

� �� �
(I-8)

s‘, stress–strain tensors [kg m�1 s�1]

p, pressure [N m�2]

g
*
, g
* 0‘ gravity and deduced gravity [m s�2]

qb‘ , density for buoyancy force [kg m�3]

qref‘ , reference density [kg m�3]Tref, reference temperature [K]cref,
reference concentration [-]

bT, thermal expansion coefficient [K�1]

bc, solutal expansion coefficient [wt pct�1]

u
*

‘e,u
*

‘c, u
*

ce, momentum exchange rate [kg m�2 s�2]

F
*

0, modified Lorentz force [N m�3]

3. Species conservations:

@

@t
f‘q‘c‘ð Þ þ r � f‘q‘u

*

‘c‘

� �
¼

r � f‘q‘D‘rc‘ð Þ � C‘e � C‘c (I-9)
@

@t
feqeceð Þ þ r � feqeu

*

ece

� �
¼

r � feqeDerceð Þ þ C‘e þ Cce

(I-10)
@
@t fcqcccð Þ ¼ r � fcqcDcrccð Þ þ C‘c � Cce (I-11)

c‘,ce,cc, species concentration [wt pct]

D‘,De,Dc, diffusion coefficient [m2 s�1]

C‘e, C‘c, Cce, species exchange rate [kg m�3 s�1]

4. Enthalpy conservations:

@

@t
f‘q‘h‘ð Þ þ r � f‘q‘u

*

‘h‘

� �
¼

r � f‘k‘r � T‘ð Þ þ f‘(Q
M
‘e þQM

‘c Þ �QD
‘e �QD

‘c

(I-12)

@

@t
feqeheð Þ þ r � feqeu

*

ehe

� �
¼

r � feker � Teð Þ þ fe(Q
M
‘e þQM

‘c Þ þQD
‘e þQD

ce

(I-13)

@
@t fcqchcð Þ ¼ r � fckcr � Tcð Þ þ fc(Q

M
‘e þQM

‘c Þ þQD
‘c �QD

ce (I-14)

h‘,he,hc, enthalpy [J kg�1]

T‘,Te,Tc temperature [K]

k‘,ke,kc thermal conductivity [W m�1 K�1]

QM
‘e , Q

M
‘c , energy exchange rate due to phase change [J m�3 s�1]

QD
‘e, Q

D
‘c, Q

D
ce, energy transfer rate between phases [J m�3 s�1]
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the SEN. When the mold system and pseudo slag-SEN
region reach the top of the calculation domain, i.e., the
casting reaches the target length (10 m), the withdraw-
ing process terminates, which marks the beginning of the
next stage (solidification). During the solidification
stage, vwithdraw is set to zero, and the S-EMS can be
applied.

The convective heat transfer boundary condition
(Figure 2) is used for the bottom and lateral walls of
the strand, and the adiabatic boundary condition is used
for the domain above the pseudo slag-SEN region. For
commercial reasons, exact values of the boundary
conditions are omitted here. The melt was assumed to
be incompressible with a constant density. Despite this
assumption, thermal-solutal convection is included in

Table I. continued

Governing equations Symbols

5. Electromagnetic field

B
*

¼ l0lrH
*

(I-15)

r� E
*
¼ � @ B

*

@t (I-16)

J
*

¼ rE
*

(I-17)

F
*

¼ 1
2ReðJ

*

� B
*�

Þ (I-18)

B
*

, magnetic flux density [T]

B
*�

, conjugate magnetic flux density [T]

H
*

, magnetic field intensity [A m�1]

l0, magnetic permeability in vacuum [T m A�1]

lr, relative magnetic permeability [-]

E
*

, electric field intensity [V m�1]

J
*

, induced current density [A m�2]

r, electrical conductivity [X�1 m�1]

F
*

, time-averaged Lorentz force [N m�3]

Re, the real part of a complex number [-]

*Superscripts and subscripts ‘, e, and c indicate the different phases.

Fig. 2—Configuration of the computation domain of the SCC during the withdrawing process. Left half shows the numerical treatment of
withdrawing process; right half marks different cooling zones (thermal boundary conditions).
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the numerical model with a Boussinesq approximation.
A no-slip flow boundary condition is applied to the melt
and equiaxed grains along the walls. The industrial alloy
is a multicomponent (Fe–C-Si-Mn-Cr–Mo), but here it
is simplified as a binary alloy of Fe-0.415 wt pct C.
Further discussion on this simplification is made in § 4.
The material properties and process parameters are
presented in Table II.

The multiphase flow was solved using the commercial
solver ANSYS Fluent. The solidification model
described in §2.1 was coded in the solver using user-de-
fined functions (UDFs). The electromagnetic fields, that
is, Maxwell equations owing to the effect of M-EMS and
S-EMS, were solved based on the ANSYS Maxwell
software, which is separated from the flow-solidification
solver. Therefore, a unique coupling scheme was applied
between the EMS and flow-solidification solvers. First,
two full-scale inductors (Figure 3) were built. The
electromagnetic fields (M-EMS and S-EMS) were cal-
culated using the ANSYS Maxwell software by

assuming a stationary melt. The time-averaged Lorentz

force (F
*
) was then exported and interpolated into the

flow-solidification solver ANSYS Fluent. To consider
the interaction between the flow and electromagnetic
field, a correction to the Lorentz force in the tangential
direction (Fh) was made:

F0
h ¼ Fh 1� uh

2pf � r

� �
; ½3�

where uh denotes the tangential velocity of the moving
phases (liquid and equiaxed), f denotes the frequency
of the applied current, and r denotes the radial coordi-

nate. Then, the modified Lorentz force (F 0*

) was
weighted by the corresponding phase volume fraction

(f‘F
0*

,feF
0*

) and finally served as the source terms for
the momentum conservation equations of each phase
through the UDFs. This coupling method has been
verified in previous studies.[27,34]

Table II. Material Properties and Process Parameters

Property/Parameters Symbol Units Values

Thermodynamic Properties
Melting Point of Pure Iron Tf K 1805.15
Liquidus Slope m K (wt pct)�1 -91.56
Nominal Concentration of Alloy c0 wt pct 0.415
Liquidus Temperature with Nominal Concentration TL K 1766.15
Equilibrium Partition Coefficient k — 0.283

Thermophysical Properties
Reference Density q‘, qe, qc kg m�3 7024.0
Liquid-Equiaxed Density Difference Dq kg m�3 150.0
Thermal Expansion Coefficient bT K�1 1.8 9 10–4

Solutal Expansion Coefficient bC (wt pct)�1 1.4 9 10–2

Primary Dendritic Arm Spacing k1 m 2.52 9 10–4

Secondary Dendritic Arm Spacing k2 m 1.4 9 10–5

Diffusion Coefficient in Liquid D‘ m2 s�1 2.0 9 10–8

Latent Heat L J kg�1 2.35 9 105

Specific Heat c‘p, c
e
p,c

c
p J (kg K)�1 850.0

Thermal Conductivity k‘, ke, kc W(m K)�1 34.5, 31.5, 31.5
Viscosity l‘ Pa s 5.7 9 10–3

Gibbs–Thomson Coefficient C m K 2.92 9 10–7

Process Parameters
Casting Speed vwithdraw m/s 1.5 9 10–3

Strand Diameter D m 1.0
Calculated Strand Length H m 10.0
Effective Mold Length Hm m 0.6
Pouring Temperature Tp K 1801.15

EMS Parameters
Current Intensity of M-EMS Im A 800.0
Current Frequency of M-EMS fm Hz 1.5
Coil Turns of M-EMS nm — 82.0
Current intensity of S-EMS Is A 800.0
Current Frequency of S-EMS fs Hz 2.0
Coil Turns of S-EMS ns — 62.0

Modeling Parameters
Solid Fraction in the Dendrite Envelope fsi — 0.3
Packing Limit for Equiaxed Grains fe,packing — 0.637
Critical fc for Free Moving Equiaxed Grains ffreec — 0.2
CET Criterion fCETe — 0.49
Fragmentation Coefficient c — 1.0 9 10–7
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A full-scale three-dimensional (3D) geometry with a
tetrahedral mesh (mesh size of 50 mm) was used for the
M-EMS and S-EMS calculations. Both 3D and 2D-ax-
isymmetric simulations were performed for the flow and
solidification calculations. Because the 3D calculation is
highly time-consuming, only a small part of the casting
(/ 1.0 m 9 3 m) was calculated with a relatively coarse
mesh to analyze the 3D flow pattern and the corre-
sponding solidification process. The calculation of the
full-scale casting (/ 1.0 m 9 10 m) was conducted with
relatively-fine mesh based on the 2D-axisymmetric
geometry. The averaged hexahedral mesh size for the
3D flow and solidification simulation was 24 mm (local
mesh near the strand wall and center were refined to ca.
7.5 mm), and the average size of 12.5 mm (local mesh
near the strand wall and center were refined to ca.
5 mm) for the 2D-axsisymmetric simulation was uti-
lized. The conservation equations for the current mul-
tiphase solidification model were iteratively solved using
ANSYS Fluent with a time step of 0.005 s. One
2D-axisymmetry calculation (/ 1.0 m 9 10 m) required

60 days, and one 3D calculation (/ 1.0 m 9 3 m)
required 15 days on a high-performance cluster
(2.6 GHz, 28 cores).

III. RESULTS

A. Global Flow Pattern and Solidification

The typical 3D flow pattern and solidification results
during withdrawing (1500 s) of the SCC casting process
are shown in Figure 4. The effect of M-EMS on the flow
and solidification was analyzed. As depicted in Fig-
ures 4(a.1) and (a.2), the maximal Lorentz force appears
at the casting wall and decreases exponentially towards
the casting center. A quantitative analysis of the Lorentz

forces ( F
*���
���, F0

*
����

����, f‘F
0*

���
���, feF

0*
���

���) along the casting radius

[Line 1 in Figure 4(a.2)] is presented in Figure 4(a.3). F
*���
���

and F0
*
����

���� are the same within the solid shell, where the

Fig. 3—Settings of the M-EMS (a) and S-EMS (b); and their dimensions and relative positions (c) to (d).
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liquid tangential velocity (uh) is zero (Eq. [3]). In the
mushy zone and bulk liquid region, the Lorentz force
can be reduced by 29.1 pct at the columnar tip front
because of the slip motion between the liquid and

magnetic field, i.e., F0
*
����

����= 0.709 F
*���
���. F0

*
����

���� is further

partitioned among different phases in accordance with

their individual volume fractions, that is, f‘F
0*

���
��� and

feF
0*

���
���, as shown in Figure 4(a.3). The liquid flow (u

*

‘)

under the M-EMS is depicted by the vector in Fig-
ure 4(b). A rotating flow (primary flow) of up to a
magnitude of 1.31 m/s is generated near the solidifica-
tion front. The rotating flow induces a secondary flow.
The jet flow coming from a five-port SEN further
complicates the liquid flow in the casting. A streamline is
shown in Figure 4(c) to demonstrate the complexity of

the flow pattern of the liquid melt. The jet flow coming
from the bottom port of the SEN is reversed and returns
to the upper mold region. It then rotates and flows
downward along the columnar solidification front.
Finally, it returns to the M-EMS region along the
center of the casting. Under the effect of such a forced
flow, crystal fragments are generated in the mushy zone,
especially in the area where M-EMS is operative
[Figure 4(d)]. The simultaneous solidification/remelting
phenomenon of equiaxed grains at different positions
inside the casting is observed, as shown in Figure 4(e).
As shown in Figure 4(f), the remelting of the columnar
dendrites is negligible, whereas the solidification rate of
the columnar dendrites is much larger than that of the
equiaxed grains. The distribution of fe is shown in
Figure 4(g). Further details regarding the solidification
process are presented in § 3.2.

Fig. 4—3D flow pattern and solidification results of the casting during withdrawing (3 m in height) at 1500 s. (a.1) Distribution of the modified
Lorentz force ( F0

*
����

����); (a.2) distribution of F0
*
����

���� on the plane 0.55 m below the meniscus; (a.3) profiles of the Lorentz forces ( F
*���
���, F0

*
����

����, f‘F
0*

���
���, feF

0*
���

���)
along the radius [Line 1 in (a.2)] of the casting; (b) contour of fc overlaid by u

*

‘ to show the primary/secondary flow induced by M-EMS; (c) one
streamline of the liquid melt to demonstrate the flow pattern, the iso-surface of fc = 0.7 is drawn to show the shape of the solid shell; (d) one
iso-surface of Nfrag = 2 9 10–5 [1/m3/s] to show the distribution of the created fragments in the mushy zone (confined between two iso-surfaces
of fc = 0.01 and fc = 0.7); (e) different iso-surfaces of M‘e to show the net mass transfer rate between liquid melt and equiaxed grains with
positive for solidification and negative for remelting; (f) net mass transfer rate between liquid melt and columnar dendrites (M‘c); (g) volume
fraction of the equiaxed grains fe (Color figure online).
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The 3D results were obtained from a calculation with
a coarse mesh. A 2D-axisymmetric simulation with a
fine mesh was also performed, and the 3D and 2D
results are compared in Figure 5. It is verified that the
2D simulation can well replicate the 3D simulation in
terms of the flow pattern, profile of the solid shell
(fc = 0.7), and temperature field (isoline 1762 K). The
main difference between them is that the jet flow coming
from the bottom port of the SEN goes deeper in the
2D-axisymmetric simulation [Figures 5(a), (b)]. The
inertial impact coming from the bottom jet of the SEN
is forced to concentrate on the axis by the model for the
case of the 2D-axisymmetric simulation; in the 3D
simulation, the SEN bottom jet has more freedom;
hence, it is stopped earlier by the M-EMS. The maximal

liquid velocity ( u
*

‘�max

�� ��) of 2D-axisymmetric simulation
is also overestimated by 14.5 pct compared to the 3D
simulation. The thickness of the solid shell (fc = 0.7)
and the position of the solidification front (fc = 0.01)
for the two cases are compared in Figure 5(c). The
profiles of the solid shell of the 3D and 2D models agree
well with each other, whereas the position of the
solidification front is overestimated by the 3D model.
Some steps are observed in the curves (fc = 0.01), which
are mainly due to the mesh size. A relatively coarse grid
is applied in the middle radius region of the strand. They
can be mitigated if the mesh is refined. Owing to the
limitation of the computational capacity (hardware), the
full 3D calculation can only be completed for the early
withdrawing stage (/ 1.0 m 9 3 m). Thus, for the entire
casting (/ 1.0 m 9 10 m) including both Stages I
(withdrawing) and II (solidification), the simulation

has to be performed in 2D-axisymmetry. According to
the current 2D-3D comparison, the qualitative nature of
the solidification process can be verified, but the
quantitative modeling results need to be further evalu-
ated. Therefore, the modeling results presented in the
following sections are sufficient for the analysis of the
solidification principle, and they may not be referred to
as quantitative results for a real SCC casting process.

B. Solidification in STAGE I

1. Early stage of withdrawing under the effect
of M-EMS
Some modeling results of the SCC process at the early

stage of the withdrawing stage (t = 1500 s) under
M-EMS are presented in Figure 4, but a more detailed
analysis is presented in Figure 6. As depicted in Fig-
ure 6(a), under the combined effect of the M-EMS and
SEN jet flow, the liquid flows downward along the
solidification front and strand center, and these two
downward flows drive an upward flow along the
middle-radius region of the casting. A solidified shell
of a certain thickness is formed owing to the intensive
cooling of the copper mold. The solid shell thickness
progressively increases during the withdrawing process
[Figures 4(f) and 6(b)]. The solute partition at the
solid–liquid interface during the solidification process
leads to a liquid concentration gradient (rc‘) opposite
to the growth direction of the columnar dendritic mushy

zone. When the u
*

‘ and rc‘ point in the opposite
direction [the angle between them is larger than 90 deg,
e.g., the blue region in Figure 6(c)], the interdendritic

Fig. 5—Comparisons of the simulation results between the (a) 3D and (b) 2D-axisymmetritic simulations. (a) Contour of fc on the central
longitudinal section of the casting overlaid by u

*

‘ in green vectors. Two red iso-lines of fc = 0.01 an fc = 0.7 are drawn to show the position of
the solidification front, and the thickness of the shell. The blue iso-line is for T = 1762 K, and the black streamline is to show the liquid flow
pattern on the section; (b) same results as (a) but of the 2D-axisymmetritic calculation (one half section is mirrored from the other); (c) profiles
of the thickness of the solid shell/mushy zone of the two cases (Color figure online).
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flow tends to increase the local liquid concentration
(c‘).

[27] This causes remelting of the columnar dendrites,
and thereby the formation of fragments. The contour of
the fragmentation rate Nfrag is shown in Figure 6(d).
Fragments are mainly produced in the mushy zone near
the columnar tip front. According to the 3D calculation
in Figure 4(d), the maximal Nfrag is located in the
M-EMS-operated region. These fragments operate as
the origin of the equiaxed grains. The newly formed
equiaxed grains grow and sediment to the casting
bottom along the solidification front [Figure 6(e)]. Most
of the equiaxed grains accumulate at the bottom of the
casting, while some are transported to the upper mold

region by the liquid flow along the middle-radius region
of the casting. As shown in Figure 6(f), the equiaxed
grains further solidify in the undercooled melt [yellow
region in Figure 6(f)], and re-melting of the equiaxed
grains occurs in the superheated region [blue region in
Figure 6(f)]. The 3D-view of the solidification/remelting
process of the equiaxed grains is shown in Figure 4(e).
The equiaxed grains decrease in size because of remelt-
ing. Once the size class of the equiaxed grains decreases
to the critical grain size value (de;critical), the equiaxed
grains are destroyed [Figure 6(g)]. The transient distri-
bution of fe is shown in Figure 6(h). Most equiaxed

Fig. 6—Solidification results during the early stage of Stage I of a SCC at t = 1500 s. (a) Contour of fc overlaid by vectors of u
*

‘, and two
isolines are drawn to define the position of the columnar tip front (fc ¼ 0:01) and solid shell (fc ¼ 0:7); (b) M‘c; (c) contour of the term u

*

‘ � rc‘
with red for positive value and blue for negative value; (d) Nfrag; (e) contour of number density of equiaxed grains ne overlaid by vectors of u

*

e;
(f) M‘e with red for solidification and blue for remelting, and the isoline of DT ¼ 0 is used to distinguish the superheated and undercooled
regions; (g) destruction rate of equiaxed grains Ndes; (h) fe (Color figure online).
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grains accumulate at the bottom of the casting. In the
upper center of the casting, no equiaxed grains can
survive the superheat.

2. Late stage of withdrawing under the effect
of S-EMS

During the late stage of withdrawing (at 3000 s), the
M-EMS is turned off, followed by the activation of the
S-EMS. The S-EMS is installed at a start position of
0.5 m above the casting bottom, but it moves upward at
a predefined speed of 7.9 9 10–4 m/s relative to the
casting. The solidification results at the late stage of the
withdrawing (t = 5500 s), when the strand is withdrawn
to a length of 8.25 m, are depicted in Figure 7. The front
of the solidification mushy zone further advances
towards the casting center [Figure 7(a)]. The S-EMS-
driven primary rotating flow induces a meridional flow
(secondary flow). As shown by the red rectangle in
Figure 7(a), the liquid melt flows away from the center
of the stirrer to the top and bottom of the casting along
the solidification front and then returns to the stirred
area along the central area of the casting. Thus, upper

and lower recirculation loops are formed in the liquid
core [Figure 7(a)]. To show more solidification phenom-
ena occurring in the stirred area, zoomed-in views of the
simulation results in Zone A (the red rectangle) of
Figure 7(a) are displayed in Figures 7(b) through (i). In
the mushy zone, a positive value of M‘c indicates mass
transfer from the liquid melt to the columnar dendrites
due to solidification [Figure 7(b)], which is accompanied
by the release of latent heat and rejection of the solute.

The contour of the liquid velocity ( u
*

‘

�� ��) is shown in

Figure 7(c). The maximal u
*

‘

�� �� ( u
*

‘�max

�� �� ¼ 1:96 m/s)
appears at the solidification front near the center of
the stirrer. The thickness of the solid shell is shown to be
0.18 m at the stirrer center. Under the effect of S-EMS,
columnar dendrites are fragmented near the front of the
mushy zone [Figure 7(d)]. Given birth by these frag-
ments, the equiaxed grains grow and sediment to the
casting bottom along the solidification front [Fig-
ure 7(e)]. Additionally, some equiaxed grains can be
brought back to the S-EMS region along the middle-ra-
dius region of the casting by the lower recirculation

Fig. 7—Solidification results during the late stage of Stage I of a SCC at t = 5500 s. (a) Contour of fc overlaid by vectors of u
*

‘. Two isolines
are drawn for fc ¼ 0:01 and fc ¼ 0:7. The solidification results in the S-EMS stirred area, as marked by the red rectangle A in (a) are shown in
(b) to (i); (b) M‘c; (c) contour of u

*

‘

���
���; (d) Nfrag; (e) contour of ne overlaid by vectors of u

*

e; (f) M‘e, and the isoline of DT ¼ 0 is drawn to
distinguish the superheated and undercooled regions; (g) Ndes; (h) fe; (i) c

index
mix (Color figure online).
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loop. Without the M-EMS, the S-EMS can change the
flow pattern dramatically, thereby modifying the super-
heated region in the liquid core. The jet flow is
accelerated by the upper recirculation loop. A large
amount of superheated melt is transported from the
bottom port of the SEN to the lower part of the casting.
The superheated region is extended to the stirred area,
as shown in Figure 7(f). Some equiaxed grains are
re-melted [blue region in Figure 7(f)] in the superheated
melt, while others continue to solidify [yellow region in
Figure 7(f)] in the undercooled liquid. The remelting
process is followed by grain destruction, as shown in
Figure 7(g). The distribution of fe is shown in Fig-
ure 7(h). Compared with the results of the early with-
drawing at 1500 seconds [Figure 6(h)], fe has increased
from 1 to 5 pct. The solidification of the columnar/
equiaxed grains rejects the solute element into the liquid.
As depicted in Figure 7(i), a slight negative macroseg-
regation (cindexmix = – 6 pct) is formed in the as-solidified
shell, and the liquid in the center is enriched with solute.

Those regions with negative macrosegregation are
sometimes referred to as the ‘white band’ owing to the
stirring effect of M-EMS and S-EMS.

C. Solidification in Stage II

Stage II, the solidification process, marks the termi-
nation of the withdrawing process. During this stage,
the moving S-EMS operates continuously at a speed of
7.9 9 10–4 m/s, but two additional measures, i.e.,
hot-topping and shielding, are applied. This requires
the adaptation of thermal boundary conditions in the
corresponding boundary zones. A summary of the
solidification results at 9500 s during Stage II is shown
in Figure 8. The solidification principle at this stage is
similar to the late stage of withdrawing under the effect
of S-EMS (Figure 7). The solidification rate, especially
in the top region of the casting, is significantly reduced
using hot-topping and shielding methods. With the
S-EMS slowing approaching the top end of the casting,
the upper recirculation loop is compressed (shortened),
whereas the lower recirculation loop is elongated

Fig. 8—Solidification results during Stage II of a SCC at t = 9500 s. (a) Contour of fc overlaid by vectors of u
*

‘, and two isolines are drawn for
fc ¼ 0:01 and fc ¼ 0:7. Zoom-in views of the solidification results in the S-EMS stirred area, as marked by the red rectangle B in (a) are shown
in (b) to (i). (b) M‘c; (c) contour of u

*

‘

���
���; (d) Nfrag; (e) contour of ne overlaid by vectors of u

*

e; (f) M‘e; (g) temperature field T; (h) fe; (i) c
index
mix

(Color figure online).
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[Figure 8(a)]. The solid shell grows gradually towards
the casting center [Figure 8(b)], and the shell thickness
develops to ca. 0.28 m at the stirrer center area
[Figure 8(c)]. Because of the increase in the shell

thickness, the maximal u
*

‘

�� �� ( u
*

‘�max

�� �� ¼ 1:0m/s) is
decreased by 48.9 pct near the solidification front
[Figure 8(c)] compared to the result at 5500 s [Fig-
ure 7(c)]. The fragmentation rate is also decreased
[Figure 8(d)]. Under the effect of S-EMS, the equiaxed
grains in the lower part of the casting are transported to
the stirred area by the melt flow along the casting center
[Figure 8(e)]. Because the superheat has been fully
dissipated in the liquid core, that is, Tmax<TL, as
shown in Figure 8(g), no remelting and destruction of
the equiaxed grains occurs. Solidification of the
equiaxed grains can be observed in both the mushy
zone and central liquid pool [Figure 8(f)], and most of
the equiaxed grains are accumulated in the center of the
casting [Figure 8(h)]. Because the equiaxed grains have a
relatively lower solute concentration, mixing the
solute-enriched melt (from the upper part of the casting)
with the solute-depleted equiaxed grains (from the lower
part of the casting) with the S-EMS-induced flow is
beneficial for homogenizing the solute element in the
casting center [Figure 8(i)]. Additionally, a trail of
negative segregation (white band) is observed in the
as-solidified shell, which is caused by the stirring effect
of the S-EMS.

The solidification process is completed at the end of
Stage II. A relatively uniform distribution of the as-cast
structure and macrosegregation can be achieved, except
for the starting and hot-top ends of the strand. The
zoomed-in views of the final simulation results in a local
area (1.5 m ~ 2.5 m from the strand bottom) are shown
in [Figures 9(a) through (c)]. Equiaxed grains are

formed in the center of the strand [Figure 9(b)], and
columnar dendrites are primarily developed in the outer
radius region of the strand [Figure 9(a)]. A relatively
uniform distribution of the macrosegregation index
(cindexmix ) is observed [Figure 9(c)]. The simulation results
along Line 2 in Figure 9(c) are shown in Figure 9(d).
Negative segregation is observed in the central equiaxed
zone, and positive segregation is observed at the border
of the columnar zone. In the columnar zone, two trails
of the ‘white band’ (negative segregation), as caused by
the S-EMS and M-EMS, are found in the positions of
0.23 and 0.45 m to the strand center, respectively. This
segregation intensity, oscillating in a range between ±

15 pct of cindexmix across the casting section, should fall
within the tolerance of most engineering applications of
such large steel strands.

IV. DISCUSSION

SCC for large steel strands is still in its conception
stage, and no experimental results are available to
validate the current simulation results. This might have
shed some doubt on the modeling results, especially in
terms of their quantitative accuracy. It is true that the
presented modeling results can only be used to qualita-
tively analyze the solidification principle of such large
steel strands under the effects of M-EMS and S-EMS.
Further experimental evaluation is required to use the
current model to design an actual SCC process. For
example, some modeling parameters (c, fsi, fe;packing, ffreec ,
and fe;CET) were assigned based on previous studies.

Some of them (fe;packing, f
free
c , fe;CET) have been verified

for steel ingots and steel continuous cast-
ings[21,24,27–30,35]; some of them (c, fsi) are more sensitive

Fig. 9—As-cast structure and macrosegregation in the local area (1.5 to 2.5 m from the strand bottom) of the strand. (a) fc; (b) fe; (c) c
index
mix . (d)

profiles of the phase distributions and cindexmix along the radius of the strand [Line 2 in (c)].
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to cast alloys and casting processes,[25,27,33,35] which are
to be determined/verified experimentally. Hence, they
should be determined via numerical parameter studies
based on sufficient experimental findings. Other points
are worth mentioning as well. (1) The computation
capacity is limited, which does not allow a full 3D
simulation for the whole strand (10 m) with sufficient
mesh resolution. Further optimization of the calculation
algorithm (e.g., adaptive time-step and dynamic adap-
tion of the mesh), improvement of the efficiency of the
solidification code, and upgrade of the computer hard-
ware equipment are necessary. (2) Some process param-
eters of the SCC used in the current model are
determined by the industrial partner based on experi-
ence. They have not been verified experimentally. (3)
The simplification of the multicomponent alloy to
binary alloy may also influence the quantitative accu-
racy of the simulation results. Referring to authors’
previous work,[36,37] such simplification did have some
consequences on the solidification path. For multicom-
ponent alloys, the solidification path can be predicted
properly by considering the multicomponent phase
diagram, the growth kinetics and even the flow-induced
macrosegregation.

Despite the above mentioned uncertainties regarding
the quantitative accuracy of the modeling results refer-
ring to the special processes of SCC, the three-phase
mixed columnar-equiaxed solidification model[24,30] has
been validated by the authors for steel ingots of different
sizes.[29,38] After recent extensions for considerring the
crystal fragmentation[25] and EMS,[27,34] it was success-
fully used to ‘reproduce’ the laboratory solidification
experiments as carried out in Grenoble based on
Sn-10 wt pct Pb alloy.[39,40] In these solidification exper-
iments, EMS with different configurations of the trav-
elling magnetic field were applied. The same model was
also successfully validated for steel billet casting using
M-EMS.[27,35]

As the model has been validated and the solidification
principle in SCC has been clearly described, if the
aforementioned uncertain modeling parameters (c, fsi)
are determined experimentally, the model can be applied
to design and optimize the SCC process. To demon-
strate such model capability, a numerical parameter
study is performed to investigate the effect of S-EMS
moving schemes on the as-cast structure and macroseg-
regation. Two additional simulations (Cases I and II)
are conducted, as shown in Figure 10. These two
simulations are based on the results of the previous
simulation (§ 3.), that is, the calculation results at 9000 s

Fig. 10—Parameter study on the S-EMS moving scheme and its influence on the as-cast structure and macrosegregation: Case I – upward
motion of S-EMS; Case II – downward motion of S-EMS. (a.1) to (a.2): Definition of the moving schemes of the S-EMS; (b.1) to (b.2): contours
of fe overlaid with the isoline of f enve ¼ 0:637 at 9000 and 9400 s; (c.1) to (c.2) contours of cindexmix at 9000 and 9400 s.
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are used as the initial conditions. Different from the
previous simulation, the S-EMS is translated from its
previous position (ca. 5.2 m above the casting bottom at
9000 s) to lower positions of 1.8 m (Case I) and 2.3 m
(Case II), respectively. For Case I, as shown in Fig-
ure 10(a.1), the S-EMS moves upward from Point A
(1.8 m) to Point B (2.3 m) at a speed of 1.25 9 10–3 m/s
relative to the strand. For Case II, as shown in
Figure 10(a.2), the S-EMS moves downward from Point
B (2.3 m) to Point A (1.8 m) at a speed of
-1.25 9 10–3 m/s relative to the strand. All other settings
for the two cases are the same as before. The calculated
fe values at two moments (9000 s and 9400 s) for Cases I
and II are shown in Figures 10(b.1) and (b.2). The
isoline for fenve ¼ 0:637 is overlaid on the contours to
mark the equiaxed region. At 9400 s, the height of the
equiaxed zone is 1.63 m for Case I, which is 0.14 m
higher than that of Case II. It appears that the upward
movement scheme of S-EMS (Case I) is more beneficial
for the accumulation of equiaxed grains at the casting
center compared to Case II. The calculated cindexmix values
for the two cases are shown in Figure 10(c.1) and (c.2).
Case I seems to exhibit a more uniform solute distribu-
tion in the casting than Case II.

It is known that the moving scheme of the S-EMS is
only one factor among several others which can influ-
ence the casting quality, such as the stirring intensity of
S-EMS, the timing of the S-EMS, even the type of
S-EMS (travelling vs. rotational), with or without
combination with the M-EMS, casting temperature/
speed, dimension (diameter) and maximum length of the
strand, hot topping and shielding parameters, and alloy
composition. Without a model that can quantitatively
predict the solidification process, it would be extremely
exhausting to design and optimize a new SCC process.
Therefore, as an outlook, experimental evaluations of
the numerical model are suggested, and on this basis,
uncertain modeling parameters can be determined.
Finally, the model can be used to perform systematic
parameter studies, instead of costly pilot/field-casting
trials, towards the optimization of the SCC process.

V. CONCLUSION

A three-phase mixed-columnar-equiaxed solidifica-
tion model was used to investigate the solidification
principle (formation of the as-cast structure and
macrosegregation) of large vertical steel casting under
the effect of EMS. For this purpose, the model was
extended by considering crystal fragmentation as the
only origin of equiaxed grains and the remelting/
destruction of equiaxed grains. As an example, a
semi-continuous casting (SCC) of steel with a format
of / 1.0 m 9 10.0 m was simulated. It was shown that
the following critical solidification phenomena can be
captured by the model.

(1) With the application of EMS, crystal fragments,
serving as the origin of equiaxed grains, are gener-
ated in the mushy zone near the columnar tip front
of the stirred area. They can grow and be brought by

the EMS-induced primary/secondary flow and
gravity-induced sedimentation to the lower part of
the casting, forming the central equiaxed zone.

(2) During the withdrawing stage (Stage I) of the SCC,
some equiaxed grains were transported to the upper
mold region owing to the effect of M-EMS, where
the liquid melt was still superheated. Equiaxed
grains can be re-melted or destroyed in the super-
heated region. The simultaneous solidification/
remelting phenomenon represents an important en-
ergy/species transport mechanism in such large
castings.

(3) During the late withdrawing process, when M-EMS
is stopped and S-EMS is activated, the superheated
region is enlarged under the effect of S-EMS, and
the remelting process can occur even in the lower
part of the casting.

(4) During the solidification process (Stage II), the en-
tire superheat was dissipated from the casting. Thus,
no remelting/destruction of equiaxed grains oc-
curred. The equiaxed grains survived and accumu-
lated in the central and lower parts of the casting.

Although the solidification principle of the SCC
process has been successfully addressed, the current
model is still subject to further experimental evaluation.
Some uncertain modeling parameters must be deter-
mined and confirmed experimentally before the model
can be applied to design and optimize the actual SCC
process. Finally, the capability of the model for process
optimization was demonstrated. A numerical parameter
study on the moving scheme of S-EMS and its effect on
the as-cast structure and macrosegregation was per-
formed. According to the current settings of the SCC,
the upward movement of S-EMS seems favorable for
the formation of central equiaxed grains and is benefi-
cial for a relatively uniform solute distribution in
comparison to the downward movement of S-EMS.
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